AUSER INSIEME LIGURIA E GENOVA
We build sympathetic nets, and bonds between generations, to help aged and fragile people and give value to every
single individual, through the whole arch of life, promoting the “active aging” culture.

VOLUNTARY SERVICE TO THE PERSON
“Filo d’ Argento” Auser works for the pursuit of health and wellbeing of aged and fragile people
(on their own or without an appropriate family who support them), developing actions of protection
and promotion, in order to keep and enhancing their vital signs as long as possible.
Protection services “Filo d’ Argento”
- “Informaziani” : information point and orientation for the access to the services system.
- “Telephone Companionship” : relational activity with monitoring function and, if
necessary, for visits and possible needs at home.
- “Soft domicile” : net projects with Institutions to improve the aged people’s standard life,
preserving their right to live in their own “domicile”. Two visits per month, programmed
check activity, companionship, shopping delivery, medicinal, accompanying.
- “Social first aid” : shopping delivery, medicinal delivery, dealing and handling little
commissions even with accompanying.
- “Protected accompanying” : services (not in agreement with ASL), conducted with the
own association’s cars or affiliated associations or volunteer’s ownership, to social
accompanying toward aggregation’s places, worship’s places, visits to friends and relatives,
draw pension, handling little commissions, hospital resignations, specialist outpatient visits,
instrumental-diagnostic visits, etc.
- “Animation and support for “lonely” aged people in Institutions” : incitement to
explanation and interactions with other Institution’s people and professional Operators,
facilitating the participation to animation activities.
Promotion services “Filo d’ Argento”
Creations of aggregation and socialisation opportunities and promotion of those already offered
on the territory.
- “appropriate life Styles” (walking groups, soft gymnastic, etc.)
- “proposals of facilitated participation (with accompanying) to initiative of socialisation
and free time”, to cultural events and social tourism activities
- “offer to permanent learning paths”.
CIVIC VOLUNTARY SERVICE
Services to the Community: school bus, area’s tutor, supplementary vigilance at museums.
Sympathy and socialisation: time bank, internationals aids, social centres for aged people
“Services to the Community”. Auser Genova “Civic Voluntary Service”, in agreement with
Genova’s District and some other Districts, conducts activities as:
- “School bus”. Protected accompanying of students in primary schools and in certain cases
infant schools
- “Area’s Tutor”. Vigilance at school and public gardens
- “Supplementary vigilance at the Museums”.

-

“Sympathy and socialisation”. The Civil Voluntary Service and the sympathy’s spirit of
Auser Genova express themselves even through activities of:

-

Social Time Bank. “Le Ore d’ Argento”, a special bank where you can exchange activities,
services and knowledge, with the purpose to support sympathy’s relations, good
neighbourhood, develop several forms of mutual aid between people and improve their
lifestyle.

-

International Sympathy. Projects’ collaboration of international sympathy of National
Auser for structural interventions and aid to the populations of underdeveloped Countries
and regions, affected by war and natural disaster.

-

Social centres for aged people. A several and various net of social Society and Social
Centres, offers to all those hopeful aged people to win the loneliness or find expression
spaces and appreciate their own abilities and talents as resort, stimulation and remittance.

TOURISM AND CULTURE
Activity turned to promote the active aging with the aid of volunteers devoted to build
socialisation’s opportunities travelling with other people.
Social and cultural participated tourism. Auser Tourism and Culture Genova, in their own
social and cultural tourism activity, with their own volunteers, aim at the involvement of
partners, to value and build together tourist programmes tended to improve lifestyles,
culture and discovery of areas, promoting the well being of all ages’ people, make them
leading their own future in every life’s age.
UNIVERSITY OF PEOPLE
University of Free Age’s People.
“UniAuser” Genova. Unfading training and active spirit through the whole arch of life.
The University of Free Age’s People is the education and formation’s place of Auser Genova,
in which everyone can “equip itself” to go toward the simultaneous reality, face the chances in
their own life, enjoy a cultural offer which aid to better understand the present and find in the
social life a new participatory and sympathetic spirit.
In “UniAuser” Genova the professors teach free of charge, the volunteers’ contribution is
fundamental and the courses are characterised by the intent to excite the intergenerational
confrontation and dialogue, individual and collective planning, thinking about own ambitions,
finding motivations, discovering new vocations then building projects for a new life’s stage,
which offers gratifying roles and socially useful.
“UniAuser” Genova recommends an educational offer over many activities’ macro-areas,
including:
- Culture
- Cultures and dynamics of coexistence
- Economy
- Intergenerational
- Health and well-being
- Nature, Environment, Human Being
- Languages

-

Technology
Psychology and communication
Care giving,

Values and targets AUSER
Association for self-management of services and sympathy. Promoted by SPI-CGIL. It
guarantees the rights, the active aging promotion, the aid to aged and fragile people.
An association of people, a conscious sympathy. We believe in participation, in an active and
responsible citizenship and in the role of civic society: our sympathy is practiced with
consciousness of “why” is necessary to give help.
Every age: a value; every person: a life’s project.
Inspired by models of social equity, respect and enhancement of differences, with other themes of
the Third System and communally with Institutions, we promote the connections between people,
sympathy between generations and different cultures, conservation of rights and develop of
opportunities.
Aged people: citizen-resource. Through the voluntary service to the person, the civic voluntary
service, the permanent education and the activities of social promotion, we create a net of aimed
opportunities depending on the context and needs of people, enhancing the role of aged people in
the society, affirming the right at domicile and sociability, promoting the active aging culture.

